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Thoughts on the Academic Training of Artist (Richard)

How we think about successful artistic training

● Curriculum focused on learning to use different materials
● Outcome: Selling art through commercial galleries

Problems with this model

● Rising costs for tuition and materials
● Only a few graduates ever attain success selling art commercially
● YouTube and community college deliver specific skill training at a fraction of 

the cost



Thoughts on the Academic Training of Artist (Richard)

How does the training of artists need to change?

● Pivot curriculum away from making stuff, to the development of inquiry skills 
in problem finding and problem solving

What kind of questions need to be asked in this new curriculum?

● What is your research question? How do you find one?
● How does this inquiry makes a difference in the world? How will you  pursue it?
● What are the empirical outcomes? 



Thoughts on the Academic Training of Artist (Richard)

That are the options for the future?

● Face extinction as students pursue free and low-cost skill training.
● Allow outside administrators to make ill-informed cuts.
● Crafting a 21st century curriculum that focuses on artistic thinking.

Question(s) for consideration

● How do we change a culture of curriculum and pedagogy?



Making Art or Fulfilling an Art 
Assignment

Can students learn to create their own art assignments?

Daniel T. Barney, PhD - Brigham Young University - Professor - Art Education



A “Basic Foundational Skill” as an 
Artist… 

Can students create their own prompts, scores, actions, experiments, or assignments?

Daniel T. Barney, PhD - Brigham Young University - Professor - Art Education



Developing Personal Idiosyncratic 
Methods

Instead of fulfilling a teacher’s step-by-step directives, what if students were taught to 
construct their own lines of flight, bodies of work, and speculative experiments?

Daniel T. Barney, PhD - Brigham Young University - Professor - Art Education



The Landscape of Education 
Today…

How does it support or hinder student-directed, co-created, or relational curriculum 
development?

Daniel T. Barney, PhD - Brigham Young University - Professor - Art Education



Ask Your Students…

Have they ever created what could be described as “art” or have they primarily simply 
fulfilled their teachers’ art assignments?

Daniel T. Barney, PhD - Brigham Young University - Professor - Art Education



First Encounters- Figuring It Out
● Unpacking the concept of teaching
● Exploring misconceptions of teaching
● Examining previous teaching models and 

influences
● Trial and Error



First Encounters with Teaching

•Thinking about what to teach
•Curriculum Design
•Designing a syllabus
•What do you want your students to know and learn
•Goals and Objectives
•Teaching strategies

Knowing your students
•Development theory
•Prior Student Knowledge (a priori)
•Individual student abilities
•Appropriate interactions with students
•Keeping students interested

•

Classroom Management
Routines and expectations
•Late assignments, inattention and off task 
behaviors, absentees

How to prepare for each day
•Materials
•Reflective practices
•Keeping a teaching journal
•Plan in advance

•How to Assess
•Criteria
•Scope & sequence of learning activities



First Encounters Entering the Academy
Faculty Evaluations
•Yearly reviews

Working Toward Tenure and Promotion
•Building a dossier

Sustaining an Active Research Agenda
Advising Students in Their Major
Committee Work
Being Mentored
•Receiving administrative support
•Finding Peer groups

University Policies
•Expectations



First Encounters (Kathy)









Reflection & Action in the Post-Pandemic Academy





Reflection & Action in the Post-Pandemic Academy (Stacey)

Question(s) for consideration:

What does the future of art-and-design education look like when contexts include 
on-campus, online, virtual, or hybrid worlds?

How must college teaching shift in response to fully online art-and-design 
education, Black Lives Matter, climate crisis, and pandemic conditions for mutual 
survival? 



Open Q&A
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